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1. Student

1.1 Added Net ID Table and Email Address View to Registration Census (Universe Only)

Areas Affected:
- Universe(s): EDW-STU Registration Census
- Table(s): T_NETID
- View(s): V_EMAIL_ADDR_PRR

Case Number: 20050809_232

Date Implemented: January 17, 2008

Description: Decision Support added T_NETID and V_EMAIL_ADDR_PRR to the Registration Census Universe. The addition of T_NETID allows users to pull class rosters with Net ID based on the census data. The addition of V_EMAIL_ADDR_PRR allows users to create class lists with email based on 10 day census data. The Net ID and Email Address are not current.

1.2 Added Admission Rating History View to Oracle Roles

Areas Affected:
- View(s): V_ADM_RATING_HIST

Case Number: 20060706_92

Date Implemented: January 17, 2008

Description: Decision Support added V_ADM_RATING_HIST to the following Oracle Roles: FINAID, DM_FINAID_LEVEL4, RS_FULL, and RS_LTD. This change allows the Financial Aid office to source this information from the Data Warehouse for the CDS (Common Data Set) reports.

1.3 Added Admissions Ratings to Universes (Universe Only)

Areas Affected:
- Universe(s): EDW-STU Registration Census
  EDW-Student Financial Aid

Case Number: 20060915_573

Date Implemented: January 17, 2008

Description: Decision Support added Admissions Ratings to the Financial Aid and Registration Census universes. This view contains the history of the ratings assigned to admission applications.
1.4 Removed Group ID Column from Equivalent UI Course Table

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): EDW-STU Academic Records
- Column(s): EQ_CRS_GROUP_ID

**Case Number:** 20061212_83

**Date Implemented:** January 17, 2008

**Description:** Decision Support removed the Equivalent Course Group Identifier (EQ_CRS_GROUP_ID) column from the Student Academic Records universe eliminating duplications that may cause reporting errors.

1.5 Corrected Join in Sourcing

**Areas Affected:**
- Table(s): T_FA_AWARD_BYTERM
- Column(s): FA_FUND_TITLE

**Case Number:** 20071207_27

**Date Implemented:** January 8, 2008

**Description:** Decision Support corrected a bad join in sourcing for T_FA_AWARD_BYTERM.FA_FUND_TITLE allowing users to access the correct information.
2. HR/Payroll

2.1 Added Job Annual Salary to Leave Tracking Universe (Universe Only)

Areas Affected:
Universe(s): EDW-HR Leave

Case Number: 20071105_797

Date Implemented: January 17, 2008

Description: Decision Support added Job Annual Salary to the Leave Tracking Universe. This change assists users to calculate the Compensable Sick Leave Liability for the College.

2.2 Added CFOAP Title to Payroll Universe (Universe Only)

Areas Affected:
Universe(s): EDW-HR Payroll

Case Number: 20071101_744

Date Implemented: January 17, 2008

Description: Decision Support added a CFOAP Title to the Payroll Universe. This change allows users to add titles to codes (Chart, Fund, Org, Account, Program, Activity and Location) under Accounting Detail within the Payroll Universe.

2.3 Added Department Codes to Payroll Reconciliation (Universe Only)

Areas Affected:
Universe(s): EDW-HR Payroll Reconciliation

Case Number: 20071030_651

Date Implemented: January 17, 2008

Description: Decision Support added a three digit Home Department Code and a Time Sheet Department Code to the Payroll Reconciliation Universe. This change allows users to better limit their reports to the data that they would like to see.
3. Finance

3.1 Updated UIeRA Sponsor Type Logic

Case Number: 20070803_366

Date Implemented: January 17, 2008

Description: Decision Support updated the UIeRA sponsor type logic. This change will provide users with additional source data for proposal sponsor type description.

3.2 Removed FY06 Data from Budget Operating Statement Table

Areas Affected: Table(s): T_OL_EXPS_SRC_DETL

Case Number: 20080103_66

Date Implemented: January 17, 2008

Description: Decision Support removed the data for FY06 from the Budget Operating Statement table and kept the current and previous fiscal years (FY07 and FY08).
4. Other

4.1 Added Views to CITES_USER Role

**Areas Affected:** Data Security

**View(s):**
- V_EMPEE_CAMPUS_ADDR_HIST
- V_EMPEE_CAMPUS_EMAIL_ADDR
- V_EMPEE_CAMPUS_TELE_HIST
- V_EMPEE_PERS_HIST_1

**Case Number:** 20071116_383

**Date Implemented:** January 17, 2008

**Description:** Decision Support added the views listed above to the CITES_USER role.

4.2 Added IR Views to Existing Oracle Roles

**Areas Affected:** Data Security

**View(s):**
- V_EMPEE_ADDR_HIST
- V_EMPEE_PERS_HIST
- V_EMPEE_TELE_HIST
- V_STUDENT_EMAIL_ADDR
- V_STUDENT_TELE_HIST
- V_STUDENT_EMAIL_ADDR
- V_STUDENT_TELE_HIST
- V_STUDENT_EMAIL_ADDR
- V_STUDENT_TELE_HIST
- V_ALL_PERS_HIST
- V_ALL_PERS_EMAIL_ADDR
- V_ALL_PERS_TELE_HIST
- V_ALL_PERS_EMAIL_ADDR
- V_ALL_PERS_TELE_HIST

**Case Number:** 20080109_151

**Date Implemented:** January 17, 2008

**Description:** Decision Support added the views listed above to the existing Oracle Roles listed below to allow appropriate access in accordance with data security. The roles affected are:
- HR_BENE_USER
- HR_HR_USER
- HR_MGR_USER
- HR_QUERY_ALL
- PERSON_QUERY_ALL
- HR_EEO_USER
- HR_INTL_USER
- HR_PAY_CUST
- OAR_USER